
clinical
[ʹklınık(ə)l] a

1. клинический
clinical record - история болезни; бланк истории болезни
clinical history - история болезни
clinical teaching - проведение занятий в клинике
clinical work - лечебная работа

2. строго объективный, беспристрастный, непредубеждённый
to regard a problem with clinical detachment - рассмотреть вопрос строго объективно
her tone was clinical - её тон был бесстрастным

3. церк. совершённый у постели больного или умирающего
clinical baptism - крещение больного на смертном одре

Apresyan (En-Ru)

clinical
clin·ic·al BrE [ˈklɪnɪkl] NAmE [ˈklɪnɪkl] adjective
1. only before noun relating to the examination and treatment of patients and their illnesses

• clinical research (= done on patients, not just considering theory)
• clinical training (= the part of a doctor's training done in a hospital)
• clinical trials of a drug
2. (disapproving) cold and calm and without feeling or sympathy

• He watched her suffering with clinical detachment.
3. (disapproving) (of a room, building, etc.) very plain; without decoration

• Everything in the nursery was white and clinical and there were no pictures on the walls.

Derived Word: ↑clinically

Word Origin:

[clinical clinically ] late 18th cent.: from Greek klinikē ‘bedside’ , from klinē ‘bed’ . + ↑-al.

Example Bank:
• How can you be so cold and clinical about your son's accident?
• She regarded her patients from a purely clinical standpoint.

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

clinical
clin i cal /ˈklɪnɪkəl/ BrE AmE adjective

1. [only before noun] relating to treating or testing people who are sick:
The drug has undergone extensive clinical trials (=tests to see if it is effective in treating people).

clinical medicine/experience/training etc (=medicine etc that deals directly with people, rather than with research or ideas)
The therapy has helped people with clinical depression (=a strong feeling of sadness, for which you need medical help).

2. relating to a hospital or clinic:
The program gives the students experience in a clinical setting.

3. considering only the facts and not influenced by personal feelings:
A formal marriage agreement sounds clinical, but it can be a good idea.

4. a clinical building or room is very plain and clean, but not attractive or comfortable:
The walls were painted a clinical white.

—clinically /-kli/ adverb:
clinically tested drugs
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